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Abstract

We prove a conjecture of J. Palis: Any diffeomorphism of a compact manifold
can be C 1-approximated by a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism or by a diffeomor-
phism having a transverse homoclinic intersection.

Résumé

Création d’intersection homoclines : un modèle pour la dynamique centrale des
systèmes partiellement hyperboliques. Nous montrons une conjecture de J. Palis :
tout difféomorphisme d’une variété compacte peut être approché en topologie C 1

par un difféomorphisme Morse-Smale ou par un difféomorphisme ayant une inter-
section homocline transverse.
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0. Introduction

0.1. Homoclinic intersections in dynamical systems. In his (corrected) prize
essay [Poi90], H. Poincaré, around 1890, was the first to imagine the existence of
“doubly asymptotic solutions”, that are now called transverse homoclinic intersec-
tions: for a diffeomorphism, these are the transverse intersection points between
the stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic periodic orbit. He discovered that
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this simple assumption implies a very intricate behavior: in [Poi99], he showed that
any transverse homoclinic intersection is accumulated by other homoclinic points.
In 1935 G.D. Birkhoff proved [Bir35] by topological arguments that it is also the
limit of infinitely many periodic points. Later on (in 1965), S. Smale introduced
[Sma65] a geometrical model for the dynamics occurring near a homoclinic orbit:
the horseshoe is an invariant compact set that carries a hyperbolic dynamics and
contains all the complicated phenomena discovered by Poincaré and Birkhoff, but
that can also be described by coding.

Hence, the transverse homoclinic intersections give birth to very rich dynam-
ics (in particular, the topological entropy is nonzero) and moreover they are ro-
bust (i.e. they persist under C 1-perturbation of the system). S. Newhouse then
associated [New80] to any hyperbolic periodic orbit having transverse homoclinic
intersections a very natural invariant compact set that contains these horseshoes: He
defined the homoclinic class as the closure of all the transverse homoclinic points
of this periodic orbit. Today the phenomena creating homoclinic bifurcations still
remain a major topic in differentiable dynamical systems (see [PT93], [BDV05]).

In the opposite direction, Smale defined [Sma60] a class of diffeomorphisms
with very simple dynamics, the Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms: the chain recurrent
set (which carries the nontrivial dynamics, see �1 for the definitions) is hyperbolic
and finite;1 moreover the invariant manifolds of the periodic orbits are in general
position (satisfying the strong transversality condition). As a consequence, any
nonperiodic orbit accumulates in the past and in the future on two different periodic
orbits; these diffeomorphisms have no homoclinic intersection. Moreover, the set
of these diffeomorphisms is open: in fact, J. Palis and Smale [PS70] have proved
that any C 1-perturbation of a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism is a Morse-Smale dif-
feomorphism that is conjugate to the initial dynamics through a homeomorphism
(the dynamics is structurally stable).

Palis has stated [Pal00], [Pal05] many conjectures about dissipative differen-
tiable dynamics and in particular that the homoclinic intersections are “always”
responsible for complicated dynamics: this was formulated for the set Diffr.M/

of C r -diffeomorphisms (r � 1) of a compact manifold M endowed with the
C r -topology.

WEAK PALIS CONJECTURE. The space Diffr.M/ of C r -diffeomorphisms
(r � 1) contains a dense open set which decomposes as the union MS [ I of
two disjoint open sets:

� MS is the set of Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms,

� I is the set of diffeomorphisms having a transverse homoclinic intersection.

One interest of the conjecture is that it gives information on a large (open and
dense) set of diffeomorphisms.

1 The classical formulation of this definition involves the nonwandering set (see §1).
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One may first restrict this question to the open set of hyperbolic diffeomor-
phisms which are the diffeomorphisms with hyperbolic chain-recurrent set.1 Smale
has shown [Sma65] that the chain-recurrent set of any hyperbolic diffeomorphism
is the disjoint union of finitely many basic sets: these are the homoclinic classes
defined by Newhouse in [New80]. If there is no homoclinic intersection, each basic
piece is trivial (it is a periodic orbit) and the dynamics is Morse-Smale (up to a
C r -perturbation which gives the transversality between the invariant manifolds of
the periodic orbits). Hence, the conjecture is satisfied inside the set of hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms.2

However it was discovered that the set of hyperbolic diffeomorphisms is not
dense among differentiable dynamics (two families of counter examples were de-
scribed, starting from those built by R. Abraham and Smale [AS70] and Newhouse
[New70]). Palis then conjectured [Pal00], [Pal05] that the homoclinic bifurcations
are “always” responsible for nonhyperbolicity:

STRONG PALIS CONJECTURE. Any C r -diffeomorphism (r � 1) of a compact
manifold can be approximated by a diffeomorphism which is either hyperbolic, has
a homoclinic tangency or has a heterodimensional cycle.

It is easy to see that this second conjecture implies the first one since the dy-
namics at a homoclinic bifurcation can be perturbed in order to create a transverse
homoclinic intersection (see �4.1). Note also that these conjectures hold when M
is one-dimensional since in this case M. Peixoto showed [Pei62] that the Morse-
Smale diffeomorphisms are dense in Diffr.M/ for any r � 1.

0.2. Main results. In the C r -topologies, with r > 1, very few techniques
are available up to here for proving these conjectures (in particular, a C r -closing
lemma is missing). On the other hand, many tools have been developed during the
last decade for the topology C 1 allowing substantial progress in this direction.

TheC 1-strong conjecture has been solved on surfaces by E. Pujals and M. Sam-
barino [PS00]; in higher dimensions some progress3 has been obtained by several
people: S. Hayashi, Pujals [Puj06], [Puj08] and L. Wen [Wen04]. Very recently,
C. Bonatti, S. Gan and Wen have managed to show [BGW07] the weak conjecture
on three-dimensional manifolds. In this paper we aim to prove it in any dimension.

MAIN THEOREM. Any diffeomorphism of a compact manifold can be C 1-ap-
proximated by a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism or one exhibiting a transverse ho-
moclinic intersection.

As was noticed in [PS00], this result gives a description of the set of diffeomor-
phisms having zero topological entropy: we will say that a diffeomorphism f has
robustly zero entropy if any diffeomorphism in a C 1-neighborhood of f has zero

2A more elementary argument is given in Section 4.1.
3Since the first version of this text we have obtained further results towards the strong conjecture

[Cro08], [CP].
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entropy. We define in a similar way the diffeomorphisms having robustly nonzero
entropy. Note that if a diffeomorphism is Morse-Smale it has zero entropy; if it
has a transverse homoclinic intersection it has nonzero entropy. As a consequence,
we get:

COROLLARY. The closure of the set of diffeomorphisms having robustly zero
entropy coincides with the closure of the Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms.

The closure of the set of diffeomorphisms having robustly positive entropy
coincides with the closure of the set of diffeomorphisms exhibiting a transverse
homoclinic intersection.

This can be compared to a property proved by A. Katok [Kat80] for C 2-diffeo-
morphisms on surfaces: the C 2-surface diffeomorphisms having positive entropy
are the diffeomorphisms exhibiting a transverse homoclinic intersection.

0.3. Related results. The C 1-strong conjecture is known to be true (with a
better conclusion) among diffeomorphisms whose dynamics splits into finitely
many pieces only: these are diffeomorphisms which do not admit filtrations4 with
an arbitrarily large number of levels.

THEOREM. Any diffeomorphism of a compact manifold can be C 1-approxi-
mated by a diffeomorphism which is hyperbolic or has a heterodimensional cycle
or admits filtrations with an arbitrarily large number of levels.

The result was proved on surfaces by Mañé [Mañ82]. With the results of
[BC04], this theorem is just an improvement from [Abd03, Th. C] and [GW03,
Th. D]. The main argument is based on Liao’s and Mañé’s techniques [Lia81],
[Mañ82]. This is done in the appendix.

Let us also mention some related results in the conservative setting. If M is
endowed with a symplectic form ! or a volume form v, one considers the spaces
Diffr.M;!/ and Diffr.M; v/ of C r -diffeomorphisms that preserve ! or v. Since
there is no conservative Morse-Smale dynamics, one expects that the set of conser-
vative diffeomorphisms having a transverse homoclinic intersection is dense.

- For the C r -topology, r � 1, some results are known on surfaces: E. Zehn-
der [Zeh73] has proved that any surface diffeomorphism having an elliptic
periodic point is approximated by diffeomorphisms having a transverse ho-
moclinic orbit. More generally, the existence of transverse homoclinic inter-
section is dense in most homotopy classes of conservative surface C r -diffeo-
morphisms: see the works by C. Robinson [Rob73], D. Pixton [Pix82] and
F. Oliveira [Oli87], [Oli00].

4A diffeomorphism f admits filtrations with an arbitrarily large number of levels if there exist
arbitrarily long sequences of open sets U0�U1� � � � �UN �M satisfying f .Ui /�Ui and such that
the maximal set inside Ui nUiC1 is nonempty for each 0� i <N . Equivalently f has infinitely many
chain-recurrence classes; see Section 0.4. A diffeomorphism which cannot be C 1-approximated by
a diffeomorphism admitting filtrations with an arbitrarily large number of levels is sometimes called
tame.
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- For the C 1-topology, one has a better description: by the conservative closing
lemma of C. Pugh and Robinson [PR83], for any diffeomorphism f in a dense
Gı subset of Diff1.M;!/ or Diff1.M; v/, the hyperbolic periodic points are
dense in M . Moreover, F. Takens has proved [Tak72] (see also [Xia96]) that
each hyperbolic periodic point has a transverse homoclinic orbit. This gives
the C 1-weak Palis conjecture in the conservative setting.

- With M.-C. Arnaud and Bonatti, we have shown [BC04], [ABC05] that if M
is connected it is C 1-generically a single homoclinic class, implying that the
dynamics of f is transitive (there exists an orbit that is dense in M ). One
can thus argue as for diffeomorphisms which do not admits filtrations with an
arbitrarily large number of levels. The following is proved in the appendix.

THEOREM. Any conservative diffeomorphism of a compact surface can be
C 1-approximated by a conservative diffeomorphism which is Anosov or has a ho-
moclinic tangency.

Any conservative diffeomorphism of a manifold M of dimension dim.M/� 3

can be C 1-approximated by a conservative diffeomorphism which is Anosov or has
a heterodimensional cycle.

0.4. Discussions on the techniques. One possible approach for analyzing
a dissipative dynamical system is to split the dynamics into elementary pieces
that one could study independently. This method is now well understood for the
C 1-generic diffeomorphisms: by use of pseudo-orbits, C. Conley’s theory [Con78]
decomposes the dynamics on the chain-recurrent set of any homeomorphism into
elementary pieces, called chain-recurrence classes. In particular, if each chain-
recurrence class of a generic diffeomorphism is reduced to a periodic orbit, then
the dynamics is Morse-Smale. Following ideas developed by Pugh for the closing
lemma [Pug67] and by Hayashi for the connecting lemma [Hay97], we proved
with Bonatti a connecting lemma for pseudo-orbits [BC04]: for the C 1-generic
diffeomorphisms this implies that a chain-recurrence class which contains a peri-
odic point P coincides with the homoclinic class of P . In order to prove the weak
conjecture, it thus remains to study the case where there also exist chain-recurrence
classes which do not contain any periodic orbit (these are called aperiodic classes).

We have shown [Cro06] that, for C 1-generic diffeomorphisms, the aperiodic
classes are the limit for the Hausdorff distance of a sequence of hyperbolic periodic
orbits. If one shows that the invariant manifolds have uniform size, one can expect
that they intersect, implying the existence of a homoclinic intersection. For non-
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms, we will try to get weaker forms of hyperbolicity: we
look for the existence of dominated splittings or of partially hyperbolic structures.
One can hope to obtain such properties if one works with diffeomorphisms that are
far from the known obstructions to the uniform hyperbolicity.

Once we are reduced to analyzing partially hyperbolic systems, the size of the
invariant manifold is controlled in the directions where the dynamics is uniformly
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contracting or expanding. It remains to understand what happens in the other di-
rections: this is much simpler if the weak directions are one-dimensional, since the
order of R can be used in this case.

Let us explain how these ideas already appear in the previous works. On
surfaces, Pujals and Sambarino [PS00] obtain a dominated splitting E ˚ F for
diffeomorphisms that are C 1-far from homoclinic tangencies. Then, they apply
C 2-Denjoy techniques to control the distortion, the size of the invariant manifold
and the expansion or contraction in both directions. They strongly use the fact
that each weak bundle E or F is one-dimensional but also that they are extremal:
it is possible to generalize their method in higher dimension in order to analyze
partially hyperbolic dynamics with a one-dimensional central direction but under
the assumption that the strong stable or the strong unstable direction is trivial (see
[PS09] and [Zha01]).

In higher dimensions, Bonatti, Gan and Wen have managed [BGW07] to con-
trol a nonextremal central bundle but their argument is semi-global and the par-
tially hyperbolic sets they consider have to be chain-recurrent classes: they focus
on the periodic orbits and the existence of filtrating neighborhoods implies long
central stable or unstable manifolds. In dimension three, they can prove that any
C 1-generic diffeomorphism far from homoclinic bifurcations has such a partially
hyperbolic chain-recurrence class.

In dimension larger or equal to 4, their argument is not sufficient since one
would have to consider chain-recurrence classes with mixed behaviors, i.e. con-
taining partially hyperbolic proper subsets whose stable directions have different
dimension. This prevents the existence of a partially hyperbolic structure on the
whole chain-recurrence class.

In this paper we give a different method which allows us to deal with any
partially hyperbolic chain-transitive set and to perform local arguments. As in the
previous works, the proof of the main theorem is obtained in two steps:

THEOREM A. There exists a dense Gı subset GA � Diff1.M/ such that for
any diffeomorphism f 2 GA n .MS [ I/, there is an invariant compact set K0
which carries a minimal dynamics but is not a periodic orbit and which is partially
hyperbolic with a one-dimensional central bundle.

THEOREM B. There exists a dense Gı subset GB � Diff1.M/ such that any
diffeomorphism f in GB and any chain-transitive set K0 of f which is partially
hyperbolic with a one-dimensional central bundle satisfy the following property: If
K0 is not a periodic orbit, then it is the limit for the Hausdorff distance of nontrivial
relative homoclinic classes.

These two theorems are proved in the last section of the paper. Theorem A is a
consequence of Wen’s study [Wen04] of diffeomorphisms C 1-far from homoclinic
bifurcations and of the minimally nonhyperbolic sets. Theorem B is obtained by
introducing central models: they are defined and studied in an abstract way in
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Section 2; then in Section 3 we show how they appear in differentiable dynamics.
In particular we explain how they imply the existence of homoclinic intersections:
some of the arguments here were used in [BGW07].

A difficulty when one wants to study a partially hyperbolic system is that we
do not know in general if an invariant central foliation exists. M. Hirsch, Pugh and
M. Shub [HPS77] however have shown that a weaker property always holds: there
is a locally invariant family of central plaques. This object has been used many
times (see for instance [PS00] or the “fake foliations” in the work by K. Burns and
A. Wilkinson [BW10]). The central model is a tool for understanding the dynamics
along the plaques; in particular, we forget that different central plaques may have
wild intersections. The second ingredient is to replace the C 2-distortion techniques
in [PS00] by topological arguments. In particular, one proves topological contrac-
tion in the central direction by looking for attractors in the central models: they
are obtained by using pseudo-orbits and arguments of Conley’s theory.

1. Notation and definitions

The closure, the interior and the boundary of a subset Y of a topological space
X will be denoted by Cl.Y /, Int.Y / and @.Y / respectively.

For a compact metric space .X; d/, we will use the Hausdorff distance be-
tween nonempty compact subsets A, B of X , defined by:

dH .A;B/Dmax
�

sup
x2A

d.x; B/; sup
x2B

d.x; A/
�
:

We will say that a sequence .zn/ in X is an "-pseudo-orbit if d.h.zn/; znC1/
is less than " for each n. For any points x; y 2X we write x a y if for any " > 0,
there exists an "-pseudo-orbit .x D z0; z1; : : : ; zn D y/ with n� 1.

The set X is chain-transitive if for any x; y 2 X , we have x a y. An in-
variant compact subset A � X is chain-transitive if h induces a chain-transitive
homeomorphism on A.

The union of the chain-transitive subsets of X is the chain-recurrent set of h,
denoted by R.h/. The chain-transitive sets of X that are maximal for the inclusion
define a partition of R.h/ into disjoint invariant compact sets called chain-recurrent
classes. They are the objects of Conley’s theory (see [Con78], [Rob95]).

Usually one also considers another kind of recurrence: the nonwandering set
�.h/ is the set of points that do not have any neighborhood U disjoint from all its
iterates f k.U /, k ¤ 0.

Let us consider a compact smooth manifold M endowed with a Riemannian
metric and a diffeomorphism f of M .

The diffeomorphism f of M is Kupka-Smale if all its periodic orbits are
hyperbolic and if moreover for any periodic points p and q, the unstable manifold
W u.p/ of p and the stable manifold W s.q/ of q are in general position (i.e. at any
intersection point x 2W u.p/\W s.q/, we have TxM D TxW u.p/CTxW

s.q/).
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I. Kupka [Kup63] and Smale [Sma63] have shown that for any r � 1 the set of
Kupka-Smale diffeomorphisms is a dense Gı subset GKS of Diffr.M/ endowed
with the C r -topology.

The diffeomorphism f is Morse-Smale if it is a Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism
whose nonwandering set �.f / (or equivalently whose chain-recurrent set R.f /)
is finite.

More generally, we will say that f is hyperbolic if it is Axiom A (i.e. its
nonwandering set is hyperbolic and contains a dense set of periodic points) and
moreover satisfies the no-cycle condition. By the Smale spectral theorem [Sma67],
this is equivalent to requiring that the chain-recurrent set R.f / of f is hyperbolic,
which is the definition we will use in this paper. The set of hyperbolic diffeomor-
phisms is an open set denoted by Hyp.

A diffeomorphism has a homoclinic tangency if there exists a hyperbolic peri-
odic point p whose stable and unstable manifolds have a nontransverse intersection
point. The set of these diffeomorphisms will be denoted by Tang.

A diffeomorphism has a heterodimensional cycle if there exist two hyperbolic
periodic orbits O1 and O2 whose stable manifolds have different dimensions and
such that the unstable manifold of Oi intersects the stable manifold of Oj for
.i; j /D .1; 2/ and .i; j /D .2; 1/. The set of these diffeomorphisms will be denoted
by Cyc.

We say that two hyperbolic periodic orbits O1 and O2 are homoclinically re-
lated if the unstable manifold of Oi intersects transversally the stable manifold
of Oj for .i; j / D .1; 2/ and .i; j / D .2; 1/. (The intersection points are called
heteroclinic points of O1 and O2.) This defines an equivalence relation on the set
of hyperbolic periodic orbits.

Let P be a hyperbolic periodic point. Its homoclinic class H.P / is the closure
of the set of all the periodic points whose orbits are homoclinically related to the
orbit of P . This also coincides with the closure of all the transverse intersection
points of the stable and the unstable manifolds of the orbit of P . A homoclinic
class H.P / is nontrivial if it is not reduced to a periodic orbit.

More generally, if U is an open subset of M , we say that two periodic orbits
contained in U are homoclinically related in U if they are homoclinically related
by a pair of heteroclinic points whose orbits stay in U . If P is a periodic point
whose orbit is contained in U , we define the relative homoclinic class H.P;U / of
P in U as the closure of the set of periodic points that are homoclinically related
in U to the orbit of P . As above, this coincides with the closure of the set of
transverse intersection points between the stable and the unstable manifolds of P
whose orbits stay in U . The relative homoclinic class H.P;U / contains periodic
orbits that are related in U to the orbit of P and that are arbitrarily close toH.P;U /
for the Hausdorff distance.

We now discuss the link between chain-transitive sets and homoclinic classes
for generic diffeomorphisms of M : in this paper, we will consider the set Diff1.M/
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of C 1-diffeomorphisms of M endowed with the C 1-topology; this is a Baire space.
Bonatti and Crovisier established [BC04] a connecting lemma for pseudo-orbits.
It implies that if f belongs to some residual set of Diff1.M/, then, any chain-
recurrence class that contains a periodic orbit is a homoclinic class. The arguments
may be easily localized (see [Cro06, Th. 2.2] for a local version of the connecting
lemma for pseudo-orbits). We thus obtain the following restatement of [BC04,
Rem. 1.10].

THEOREM 1.1. There exists a dense Gı subset Grec � Diff1.M/ such that for
any diffeomorphism f 2 Grec, for any chain-transitive set K �M that contains a
periodic point P and for any neighborhood U of K, the relative homoclinic class
of P in U contains K.

Furthermore we proved in [Cro06] a weak shadowing lemma implying that
the chain-transitive sets that do not contain any periodic point (the “aperiodic chain-
transitive sets”), can also be detected by the periodic orbits:

THEOREM 1.2. There exists a dense Gı subset Gshadow � Diff1.M/ such that
for any diffeomorphism f 2Gshadow and any chain-transitive setK �M , there exist
periodic orbits of f that are arbitrarily close to K for the Hausdorff distance.

We end these preliminaries by recalling some standard definitions on the linear
subbundles preserved by a diffeomorphism f .

A linear subbundle E of the tangent bundle TKM over an invariant compact
set K is uniformly contracted by f if there exists an integer N � 1 such that for
any point x 2K and any unit vectors v 2Ex we have

kDxf
N :vk �

1

2
:

If E is uniformly contracted by f �1, we say that E is uniformly expanded by f .
The tangent bundle on an invariant compact set K has a dominated splitting

TKM DE˚F if it decomposes as the sum of two (nontrivial) linear subbundles
E and F and if there exists an integer N � 1 such that for any point x 2 K and
any unit vectors u 2Ex and v 2 Fx ,

2kDxf
N :uk � kDxf

N :vk:

An invariant compact set K is partially hyperbolic if its tangent bundle decomposes
as the sum of three linear subbundles Ess ˚Ec ˚Euu (at most one of the two
extremal bundles is nontrivial) so that:

� If Ess is nontrivial, the splitting Ess˚ .Ec˚Euu/ is dominated.
If Euu is nontrivial, the splitting .Ess˚Ec/˚Euu is dominated.

� The bundle Ess is uniformly contracted and the bundle Euu is uniformly ex-
panded.

The bundles Ess, Ec and Euu are called respectively the strong stable, central
and strong unstable bundles. In the case Ec is trivial, the set K is hyperbolic.
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The partially hyperbolic structure extends to any invariant compact set con-
tained in a small neighborhood of K. (We refer to [BDV05] for a survey on the
properties satisfied by partially hyperbolic sets.)

It is known (by M. Brin and Y. Pesin [BP74] or by Hirsch, Pugh and Shub
[HPS77]), that at each point x 2K there exists a C 1-manifold W ss.x/ called the
strong stable manifold that is tangent to Ess

x and characterized by

W ss.x/D

�
y 2M W There exists C > 0 s.t. 8n� 1; v 2Ec

x;

d.f n.x/; f n.y//
kDxf n:vk

� C:2�
n
N

�
:

The family .W ss.x//x2K is invariant: f .W ss.x//DW ss.f .x// for each x 2K. For
some small constant � > 0, one can define the local strong stable manifold W ss

loc.x/

at x 2 K as the ball centered at x of radius � in W ss.x/. We get a continuous
family

�
W ss

loc.x/
�
x2K

of C 1-embedded disks.
Let E be an invariant one-dimensional linear subbundle on an invariant com-

pact set K. The diffeomorphism f acts on the bundle of orientations of E (which
is also the unit bundle associated to E). One says that f preserves an orientation
of E, if there exists a continuous section of the bundle of orientations of E over
K, that is invariant by the action of f . In this case, the bundle E can be identified
to the trivial bundle K �R.

The property that f preserves an orientation of the central bundle of a partially
hyperbolic set is open:

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let f be a diffeomorphism and K be a partially hyper-
bolic set with a one-dimensional central bundle. If f preserves an orientation on
the central bundle, then f preserves the orientation on the central bundle of any
invariant compact set contained in a small neighborhood of K.

Proof. If f preserves an orientation on the central bundle Ec
K over K, then

the bundle of orientations on Ec
K is the union of two disjoint sections that are

preserved by the action of f . Let ƒ be an invariant compact set contained in a
small neighborhood of K (one can assume that K is contained in ƒ). Then ƒ
is also partially hyperbolic with a one-dimensional central bundle Ec

ƒ. Moreover,
the unit bundles associated to Ec

ƒ and Ec
K are close (for the Hausdorff topology).

Hence, f also preserves a decomposition of the unit bundle of Ec
ƒ in two invariant

compact sets. �

2. Abstract central models: definition and properties

2.1. Definition. We first define in an abstract way a model for the central
dynamics.

Definition 2.1. A central model is a pair . yK; Of / where

� yK is a compact metric space (called the base of the central model),
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� Of is a continuous map from yK � Œ0; 1� into yK � Œ0;C1/,

such that

� Of . yK � f0g/D yK � f0g,

� Of is a local homeomorphism in a neighborhood of yK � f0g: there exists a
continuous map OgW yK � Œ0; 1�! yK � Œ0;C1/ such that Of ı Og and Og ı Of are
the identity maps on Og�1. yK � Œ0; 1�/ and Of �1. yK � Œ0; 1�/ respectively,

� Of is a skew product: there exists two maps Of1W yK! yK and Of2W yK � Œ0; 1�!
Œ0C1/ respectively such that for any .x; t/ 2 yK � Œ0; 1�,

Of .x; t/D . Of1.x/; Of2.x; t//:

Since Of preserves the zero section yK � f0g, it induces a homeomorphism on the
base yK, also given by the map Of1. The base of the central model is called minimal
or chain-transitive if the dynamics of Of1 on yK is respectively minimal or chain-
transitive. Since Of in general does not preserves yK � Œ0; 1�, the dynamics outside
yK � f0g is only partially defined. This is however the dynamics we aim to analyze

here.

2.2. Existence of trapping strips. A key assumption for us is the nonexistence
of chain-recurrent segments in the fibers of the product yK � Œ0; 1�.

Definition 2.2. A central model . yK; Of / has a chain-recurrent central segment
if it contains a (nontrivial) segment I D fxg � Œ0; a� contained in a chain-transitive
set of Of .

Remark 2.3. The fact that the dynamics is only partially defined has no influ-
ence on the definition of a chain-transitive set (see �1); in particular, I is contained
in the maximal invariant set in yK � Œ0; 1� so that all the iterates of I are contained
in yK � Œ0; 1�.

The subsets of yK � Œ0;C1/ we consider will often have the following geo-
metrical property:

Definition 2.4. A subset S of a product yK� Œ0;C1/ is a strip if for any point
x 2 yK, the intersection S \ .fxg � Œ0;C1// is an interval.

We now state the main result of this section:5

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let . yK; Of / be a central model with a chain-transitive
base. Then, the two following properties are equivalent:

� There is no chain-recurrent central segment.

5From this result, one can consider the dynamics in restriction to the maximal invariant set ƒ
in S . This set is a strip, but when the base yK carries a minimal dynamics, one can also show that it
is bounded by the graph of a continuous map 'W yK! Œ0; 1�, i.e.: ƒD f.x; t/; 0� t � '.x/g.
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� There exist some strips S in yK� Œ0; 1� that are arbitrarily small neighborhoods
of yK �f0g and that are trapping regions for Of or for Of �1: either Of .Cl.S//�
Int.S/ or Of �1.Cl.S//� Int.S/.

This proposition implies that the existence of a chain-recurrent central seg-
ment is a local property on the dynamics in a neighborhood of K � f0g.

An open strip S � yK�Œ0; 1/ satisfying Of .Cl.S//�S will be called a trapping
strip.

2.3. Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let d yK be a distance on yK and define a distance
d on yK � Œ0;C1/ by

d..x; s/; .y; t//Dmax.d yK.x; y/; jt � sj/:

For " > 0, one defines the "-pseudo-orbits of Of as the sequences .z0; : : : ; zn/ in
yK � Œ0; 1� such that d.f .zk/; zkC1/ < " for each k 2 f0; : : : ; n� 1g.

This allows us to introduce the “chain-stable” and the “chain-unstable” sets;
for any invariant subset ƒ of yK � Œ0; 1� and any " > 0, we consider:

pW s
" .ƒ/D fz 2K � Œ0; 1�; there is an "-pseudo-orbit .z0; : : : ; zn/

with z0 D z and zn 2ƒg;

pW u
" .ƒ/D fz 2K � Œ0; 1�; there is an "-pseudo-orbit .z0; : : : ; zn/

with z0 2ƒ and zn D zg:

One then sets

pW s.ƒ/D
\
">0

pW s
" .ƒ/; and pW u.ƒ/D

\
">0

pW u
" .ƒ/:

Now there are three lemmas satisfied by the central models:

LEMMA 2.6. For any " > 0, the sets V s D pW s
" .ƒ/ and V u D pW u

" .ƒ/ are
neighborhoods of ƒ in yK � Œ0; 1� which satisfy the following properties.

V s is a trapping region for Of �1: we have

Of �1.Cl.V s//\
�
yK � Œ0; 1�

�
� Int.V s/:

V u is a trapping region for Of : we have Of .Cl.V u//\
�
yK � Œ0; 1�

�
� Int.V u/.

Proof. By definition, the set V u D pW u
" .ƒ/ contains the "-neighborhood

of ƒ in yK � Œ0; 1�. Moreover, the "-neighborhood of Of .V u/ \
�
yK � Œ0; 1�

�
in

yK � Œ0; 1� is contained in V u, showing that Of .Cl.V u//\
�
yK � Œ0; 1�

�
� Int.V u/

for the induced topology on yK � Œ0; 1�.
The proof for V s D pW s

" .ƒ/ is similar. �
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LEMMA 2.7. For any " > 0, the sets pW s
" .
yK � f0g/ and pW u

" .
yK � f0g/ are

strips of yK � Œ0;C1/.
As a consequence, the sets pW s. yK � f0g/ and pW u. yK � f0g/ also are strips

of yK � Œ0;C1/.

Proof. Let z D .x; t/ be a point in pW u
" .
yK � f0g/. There exists an "-pseudo-

orbit .z0; : : : ; zn/ such that z0 belongs to yK � f0g and zn D z.
Let us write zk as a pair .xk; tk/ and define Ik as the segment fxkg � Œ0; tk�.

Since zkC1 is at distance less than " from Of .zk/ for each k, one deduces from our
choice of the distance d that IkC1 is contained in the "-neighborhood of Of .Ik/.
The segment I0 D fz0g is contained in yK � f0g. Hence, inductively, Ik is included
in pW u

" . yK � f0g/.
In particular pW u

" . yK�f0g/ contains the segment fxg�Œ0; t �D In. This shows
that pW u

" . yK � f0g/ is a strip. The proof for pW s
" .
yK � f0g/ is similar. �

LEMMA 2.8. Let us assume that . yK; Of / has a chain-transitive base and has
no chain-recurrent central segment. Then, the chain-unstable set of yK � f0g satis-
fies one of the following properties:

� pW u. yK � f0g/D yK � f0g;

� yK � Œ0; ı�� pW u. yK � f0g/ for some ı > 0;

The same result holds for the chain-stable set of yK � f0g.

Proof. Let us assume by contradiction that these two properties are not satis-
fied: since pW u. yK�f0g/ is a strip, one gets (from the first property) a point x 2 yK
and � > 0 such that fxg� Œ0; �� is contained in pW u. yK �f0g/; one also gets (from
the second one) a point y 2 yK such that pW u. yK � f0g/\ .fyg � Œ0; 1�/ is equal to
fyg � f0g.

We fix any constant "0 > 0. By our choice of y, for " 2 .0; "0/ small enough,
the strip pW u

" . yK � f0g/ does not contain the whole segment fyg � Œ0; "0�.
Since yK is chain-transitive, there exists an "-pseudo-orbit .x0; : : : ; xn/ in yK

(for the distance d yK on yK) such that x0D x and xnD y. One defines inductively a
sequence of segments Ik D fxkg � Œ0; tk� in the following way: I0 coincides with
fxg � Œ0; ��; if Ik has been defined, one denotes by fx0

k
g � Œ0; t 0

k
� its image by Of

and one sets tkC1 Dmin.t 0
k
; 1/. In particular, for any k, the segment IkC1 is both

contained in yK � Œ0; 1� and in the "-neighborhood of Of .Ik/. Since I0 is contained
in pW u. yK � f0g/, one deduces that Ik is contained in pW u

" . yK � f0g/ for each k.
In particular, In cannot contain the segment fyg � Œ0; "0� so that tn < "0.

Let k 2 f0; : : : ; n� 1g be the smallest integer such that the segment Ij has
length smaller than 1 for any j 2 fkC 1; : : : ; ng (in other words tj < 1). By this
definition, one has t 0j�1 D tj for any j > k so that Of .Ij�1/ is contained in the
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"-neighborhood of Ij . Since " < "0 and since In is contained in the "0-neighbor-
hood of yK � f0g, one deduces that Ik and all the Ij , for j > k, are contained in
pW s

"0
. yK �f0g/. From the argument above, Ik is also contained in pW u

"0
. yK �f0g/.

By choosing another constant "0, one obtains in the same way an interval
Ik D I."0/. Note that by definition, either k D 0 and Ik."0/ has length �, or k > 0
and Ik."0/ has length 1. In any case, when "0 goes to 0, one can extract from
the .Ik."0// an interval I D fzg � Œ0; �� which is in the chain-recurrence class of
yK � f0g. In particular, it is a chain-recurrent central segment and this contradicts

our assumption on the central model . yK; Of /. �

We now finish the proof of Proposition 2.5.

Proof of Proposition 2.5. If there exists a chain-recurrent central segment I ,
then, any open strip S which is a trapping region for Of or Of �1 should contain I
and so cannot be contained in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of yK � f0g.

Therefore, we assume conversely that there is no chain-recurrent central seg-
ment: in this case, for any ı > 0 the strip yK� Œ0; ı� cannot be both contained in
pW s. yK � f0g/ and in pW u. yK � f0g/. By Lemma 2.8, one deduces the fact that
pW s. yK �f0g/ or pW u. yK �f0g/ is equal to yK �f0g. We will suppose that we are
in the second case (in the first case, the proof is similar).

Since pW u
" . yK � f0g/ is decreasing towards pW s. yK � f0g/D yK � f0g when

" goes to 0, one deduces that for " > 0 small enough, the set S D pW u
" . yK � f0g/

is an arbitrarily small neighborhood of yK � f0g. By Lemma 2.7, S is a strip and
by Lemma 2.6, we have

Of .Cl.S//\
�
yK � Œ0; 1�

�
� Int.S/ in yK � Œ0; 1�:

Since S and Of .S/ are small neighborhood of yK � f0g, this also gives the required
property: Of .Cl.S//� Int.S/ for the topology of yK � Œ0;C1/. �

3. Central models for partially hyperbolic dynamics

3.1. Definition of central models for partially hyperbolic dynamics. We here
explain how central models are related to partially hyperbolic dynamics.

Definition 3.1. Let f be a diffeomorphism of a manifold M and K be a
partially hyperbolic invariant compact set for f having a one-dimensional central
bundle. A central model . yK; Of / is a central model for .K; f / if there exists a
continuous map � W yK � Œ0;C1/!M such that:

� � semi-conjugates Of and f where f ı� D � ı Of on yK � Œ0; 1�,

� �. yK � f0g/DK,

� The collection of maps t 7! �. Ox; t/ is a continuous family of C 1-embeddings
of Œ0;C1/ into M , parametrized by Ox 2 yK.
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� For any Ox 2 yK, the curve �. Ox; Œ0;C1// is tangent at the point x D �. Ox; 0/
of K to the central bundle.

One can associate a central model to any partially hyperbolic set.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f be a diffeomorphism and K be a partially hyper-
bolic invariant compact set having a one-dimensional central bundle. Then, there
exists a central model for .K; f /.

Moreover, one can choose the central model . yK; Of / such that if K is chain-
transitive (resp. minimal), then the base of the central model is also chain-transitive
(resp. minimal).

This will be proved in the next section. Following the dichotomy of Proposi-
tion 2.5, we then discuss in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 the cases where the central model
has a chain-recurrent central segment or attracting strips.

3.2. Construction of central models. We here prove Proposition 3.2 giving
the existence of central models for partially hyperbolic sets. This is a consequence
of the plaque family theorem of Hirsch, Pugh and Shub.

Let us consider a compact subset K of a manifold M and a linear subbundle
EK of the tangent bundle TKM above K. At each point x 2K and for r > 0, we
denote by Ex.r/ the open ball of radius r of the vector space Ex and by EK.r/
the collection of all the balls Ex.r/ for x 2K.

A plaque family tangent to E is a continuous map D from EK.1/ into M such
that:

� For each point x 2K, the induced map Dx WEx.1/!M is a C 1-embedding.

� Dx.0/D x and Ex is the tangent space at x to the image of Dx .

� .Dx/x2K is a continuous family of C 1-embeddings of the disks .Ex.1//x2K .

When K and EK are invariant by a diffeomorphism f and its tangent map
DKf , one says that the plaque family is locally invariant if there exists r > 0
satisfying the following property: for each x 2K, the image by f (resp. f �1) of
the embedded disk Dx.Ex.r// of radius r at x is contained in the embedded unit
disk Df .x/.Ef .x/.1// at f .x/ (resp. Df �1.x/.Ef �1.x/.1// at f �1.x/).

We now state the plaque family theorem by Hirsch, Pugh and Shub (see
[HPS77, Th. 5.5] ).

PLAQUE FAMILY THEOREM. Let K be an invariant compact set for a diffeo-
morphism whose tangent space decomposes into a dominated splitting TKM D
E˚F . Then, there exists a locally invariant plaque family that is tangent to E.

Remark 3.3. If the tangent space of K has a dominated splitting into three
bundles TKM D E ˚ F ˚G, then the theorem gives the existence of a plaque
family tangent to E˚F and another one tangent to F ˚G. At each point of K,
one can take the intersections between the plaques of these two families and obtain
a locally invariant plaque family tangent to F .
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End of the proof of Proposition 3.2. We consider an invariant compact set K
which is partially hyperbolic (we have a splitting TKM D Ess˚Ec˚Euu) and
whose central bundle Ec is one-dimensional. By using the plaque family theorem
(and Remark 3.3), we get a locally invariant plaque family D tangent to Ec.

We first assume that the bundle Ec is orientable and that f preserves an ori-
entation of Ec. Since the bundle Ec is one-dimensional, it is a trivial bundle and
Ec.1/ can be identified with the product K �R so that the map D sends K � f0g
onto K. Since the plaque family is locally invariant, the dynamics of f in M
lifts as a continuous dynamical system Of WU !K �R defined on a neighborhood
U of K � f0g in K � R: we have D ı Of D f ı D and Of is a skew product on
U . Up to changing the trivialization of Ec, one may assume that the canonical
orientation on K � R is preserved by Of . Multiplying by a constant along the
second coordinate of K � R, one can assume that Of is defined on K � Œ�1; 1�.
Since Of preserves the orientation, it sends K � Œ0; 1� into K � Œ0;C1/. Since the
same arguments apply to f �1, one gets that Of is a local homeomorphism. Hence
the map DWK � Œ0;C1/!M is the projection � of the central model .K; Of /
for .K; f /, which finishes the proof of the proposition in the orientable case. (The
minimality and the chain-transitivity are preserved by the construction.)

When Ec has no orientation preserved by f , one can consider the two-fold
orientation covering QEc of Ec and the lifted map QD from QEc.1/ to M . The dynam-
ics on M again lifts as a continuous dynamical system Of defined in a neighborhood
U of the zero section of QEc. Moreover, considering any orientation of the bundle
QEc, one can require that the map Of preserve this orientation (as a consequence Of

is uniquely defined in U by the choice of an orientation). Denoting by QK the base
(i.e. the zero section) of QEc, one identifies QEc.1/ with the product QK �R and as
above, the map QDW QK � Œ0;C1/!M shows that . QK; Of / is a central model for
.K; f /. The map QDW QK � f0g ! K can be viewed as the bundle of orientations
on Ec

K . Hence, the last assertion of the proposition is a consequence of the next
lemma. �

LEMMA 3.4. Let K be an invariant compact set and E be an invariant one-
dimensional linear subbundle of the tangent bundle on K. Let Of be the lift of f on
� W yK!K, the bundle of orientations of E over K.

If K is chain-transitive (resp. minimal) and if f does not preserve any orien-
tation on E, then, . yK; Of / is also chain-transitive (resp. minimal).

Proof. Any point x 2K has two preimages Ox� and OxC by � and there exists
a homeomorphism � W yK! yK which exchanges Ox� and OxC for each x 2K. The
assumption that E has no orientation preserved by f can be restated as: yK is not
the disjoint union of two invariant compact sets A and A0 D �.A/.

Let us now assume that .K; f / is chain-transitive: for any two points x; y 2K,
we have x a y (see �1). By lifting the pseudo-orbits to yK, we get that one of the
two properties is satisfied:
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� Ox� a Oy� and OxC a OyC;

� Ox� a OyC and OxC a Oy�.

One deduces that any chain recurrence class of yK projects down by � onto the
whole K. Hence, if yK is not chain-transitive, it is the disjoint union of two chain
transitive classes A and A0 D �.A/ giving a contradiction.

We end the proof by assuming that .K; f / is minimal. Any minimal set A� yK
projects down by � onto the minimal set K. Moreover A0D �.A/ is also a minimal
set. Hence, either ADA0 D yK showing the minimality of yK or A\A0 D∅ giving
a contradiction. �

Note that if x is a point in K, then, any point Ox 2 ��1.x/ in the central model
is associated to a half central curve: the parametrized C 1-curve �. Ox; Œ0;C1//. It
defines an orientation of Ec

x .
The construction of . yK; Of / in the proof of Proposition 3.2 gives more infor-

mation:

ADDENDUM 3.5. One can build the central model . yK; Of / of Proposition 3.2
with the following additional properties:

(1) The curves �.f Oxg � Œ0;C1//, x 2 yK, are contained in the plaques of a pre-
scribed plaque family tangent to Ec. In particular, by Remark 3.3 one may
assume that each of these curves is the intersection of a plaque tangent to
Ess˚Ec with a plaque tangent to Ec˚Euu.

(2) The projection �. yK � Œ0;C1// of the central model can be chosen in an
arbitrarily small neighborhood of K. As a consequence, one may assume that
the partially hyperbolic structure of K extends to the projection ƒD �.yƒ/ of
the maximal invariant set yƒD\n2Z

Of n. yK � Œ0; 1�/; in the case f preserves
an orientation of Ec

K , it can also preserve an orientation of Ec on ƒ.

(3) If f preserves an orientation of Ec
K , then � is a bijection between yK and K.

By considering the opposite orientation on Ec
K , one can build another central

model . yK 0; Of 0/ for .K; f / with a projection � 0. Hence, any point x 2 K is
contained in a central curve which is the union of the two half central curves
�.f Oxg � Œ0;C1// and � 0.f Oxg � Œ0;C1// at x given by the two models for
.K; f /.

(4) If f does not preserve any orientation of Ec
K , then � W yK!K is two-to-one:

any point x 2K has two preimages Ox� and OxC in yK. The homeomorphism �

of yK which exchanges the preimages Ox� and OxC of any point x 2K commutes
with Of .

Any point x 2 K is contained in a central curve which is the union of
the two half central curves �.f Ox�g � Œ0;C1// and �.f OxCg � Œ0;C1// at x
associated to Ox� and to OxC (they have different orientations).
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3.3. Chain-recurrent central segments. In this section we consider the exis-
tence of a chain-recurrent central segment.

PROPOSITION 3.6. For any diffeomorphism f in the dense Gı subset Grec\

Gshadow of Diff1.M/, any chain-transitive compact set K which is partially hyper-
bolic with a one-dimensional central bundle satisfies the following property:

If a central model of .K; f / has a chain-recurrent central segment, then K is
contained in (nontrivial) relative homoclinic classes that are included in arbitrarily
small neighborhoods of K.

One gets this proposition from the following result, which is a restatement of
Theorem 12 of [BGW07] (we state it for any chain-transitive set).

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let f be a diffeomorphism in the dense Gı subset Grec\

Gshadow and ƒ be a chain-transitive and partially hyperbolic set with a one-dimen-
sional central bundle.

If ƒ contains a C 1-curve  that is not tangent to the strong stable nor to
the strong unstable bundle, then, ƒ is contained in a (nontrivial) homoclinic class
H.P /. More precisely: in any neighborhood of ƒ there exists a relative homoclinic
class containing ƒ.

Proposition 3.7 is a consequence of the results in [BC04] and [Cro06]. For
completeness we explain the main ideas of the proof, as given by Bonatti, Gan and
Wen:

Let us first discuss the case both bundles Ess and Euu are nontrivial (see
Figure 1). Let us consider a small segment ŒA; B� in the curve  , a point z in
the interior of this segment, and a small differentiable disk D centered at z and
transverse to  . Any one-dimensional foliation, that contains the curve  as a leaf,
defines (by holonomy along the foliation) a submersion … from a neighborhood
of  onto D. This foliation may be endowed with an orientation on its leaves such
that A < B on the segment  .

Let P and Q be two points, close to  , whose orbits stay in a small neighbor-
hood of ƒ. They have local strong stable and strong unstable manifolds. The pro-
jections ofW ss

loc.P / andW uu
loc.Q/ by… intersect in a unique point ofD. This shows

that there exists a unique leaf L of the foliation which intersects both W ss
loc.P / and

W uu
loc.Q/. Each intersection is reduced to a unique point p and q 2 L respec-

tively. Using the order in the leaf L, one denotes W ss
loc.P / < W

uu
loc.Q/ if p < q

and W ss
loc.P / > W

uu
loc.Q/ if q > p. Note that the pair .p; q/ varies continuously

with .P;Q/. If one fixes the point Q close to z and if P varies inside the segment
ŒA; B�, one getsW ss

loc.A/<W
uu

loc.Q/ and W ss
loc.B/>W

uu
loc.Q/. Hence, by continuity,

there exists a point P in  such that W ss
loc.P / and W uu

loc.Q/ intersect.
The case where Euu (or Ess) is trivial, is simpler: for any point Q, close

to z, whose orbit stays in a small neighborhood of ƒ, the (one-codimensional)
strong stable manifold of Q intersects  . One deduces that the forward orbit of Q
accumulates on a subset of ƒ in the future.
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Figure 1. Strong invariant manifolds in the neighborhood of a
chain-recurrent central segment.

We thus have proved:

LEMMA 3.8. Let U be a neighborhood of ƒ and z a point in  . Then, there
exists a neighborhood V of ƒ and W of z such that for any point Q 2W whose
orbit stays in V , either the orbit of Q accumulates (in the past or in the future) on
a subset of ƒ, or both bundles Ess and Euu are nontrivial and there exist

� a point ps 2W ss.Q/ whose orbit stays in U and accumulates on a subset of
ƒ in the past,

� a point pu 2W uu.Q/ whose orbit stays in U and accumulates on a subset of
ƒ in the future.

In particular, any chain-transitive set contained in V and intersecting W is
contained in a larger chain-transitive set ƒ0 � Cl.U / that intersects ƒ.

Since f belongs to Gshadow, by Theorem 1.2 the set ƒ is approximated for
the Hausdorff distance by periodic orbits having a point close to some point z 2  .
One deduces that there exist chain-transitive sets ƒ0 that contain ƒ, that contain
some periodic orbits, and that are contained in an arbitrarily small neighborhood
of ƒ. Since f belongs to Grec, by Theorem 1.1 the set ƒ0 can be assumed to be a
relative homoclinic class, which concludes the proof of Proposition 3.7.

Note that the proof gives some interesting additional properties (that we will
not use here):

ADDENDUM 3.9. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.7, we have more-
over:
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� Any periodic orbit which is close to ƒ for the Hausdorff distance belongs to
the homoclinic class H.P /.

� If both extremal bundles Ess and Euu on ƒ are nontrivial, then, by arbitrarily
small C 1-perturbations, one can create strong connections for the periodic or-
bits close to ƒ for the Hausdorff distance: that is, some intersections between
the strong stable and the strong unstable manifolds of the periodic orbit.

If the central Lyapunov exponent of any of these periodic orbits is weak, one can
create a heterodimensional cycle.

We now prove Proposition 3.6.

Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let . yK; Of / be a central model for .K; f / with
a chain-recurrent central segment. By Proposition 2.5, the existence of chain-
transitive central segments is a local property of yK: if . yK; Of / has a chain-transitive
central segment, then in any neighborhood of yK � f0g in yK � Œ0; 1/, there exists an
invariant compact chain-transitive set yƒ which contains a chain-transitive central
segment I .

If one projects yƒ in the manifold, one obtains a chain-transitive set ƒ con-
tained in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of K. Hence ƒ is partially hyperbolic.

The projection of I in the manifold is a C 1-curve  which is tangent to the
central bundle at some point ofK\ . Hence, the curve  is not tangent to the strong
stable nor to the strong unstable bundles and Proposition 3.7 applies to ƒ: ƒ is
contained in a relative homoclinic classH.P;U /. Sinceƒ can be chosen arbitrarily
close to K, the set H.P;U / is contained in an arbitrarily small neighborhood U
of K. �

3.4. Trapping strips. In this section we discuss the dynamics of central mod-
els having a trapping strip.

PROPOSITION 3.10. Let f be a Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism and K be a
compact set which is partially hyperbolic with a one-dimensional central bundle
and which contains infinitely many periodic points. Let . yK; Of / be a central model
for .K; f / that satisfies the properties stated in Addendum 3.5 and let � W yK �
Œ0;C1/!M be the associated projection.

If the central model . yK; Of / has a trapping strip S , then, for any neighbor-
hoods U of f in Diff1.M/ and U of �.S/, there exist

� a periodic orbit O of f that is the projection by � of a periodic orbit w OO� S
of Of ,

� a diffeomorphism g 2U that coincides with f outside U and on a neighbor-
hood of O

such that the relative homoclinic class of O in U is nontrivial.

In the proof of the proposition, the bundles Ess and Euu will play a differ-
ent role, due to our assumption on the existence of a trapping strip S for f (not
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for f �1). Before, we discuss the local dynamics in the neighborhoods of the
periodic points of K (see Lemma 3.11 below).

For any point Ox 2 yK, we denote by � Ox the curve in M which is the projection
by � of the segment S \ .f Oxg � Œ0; 1//. Since S is a trapping region, we have the
inclusion f .Cl.� Ox//� � Of . Ox/.

One can also consider the maximal invariant set ƒD\n�0 Of n.S/ in S . This
is a compact strip and for any point Ox 2 yK, we denote by  Ox � � Ox the curve in
M which is the projection by � of the segment ƒ\ .f Oxg � Œ0; 1//. We have the
equality f . Ox/D  Of . Ox/.

Since ƒ is compact and contained in the open set Of .S/, the family . Ox/ Ox2 yK
satisfies a semi-continuity property: for any ı > 0 and for any points Ox; Ox0 2 yK that
are close enough, the curve  Ox0 is contained in the ı-neighborhood of � Ox .

We state some consequences of the properties of Addendum 3.5:

� There exists a plaque family .Dcs
x /x2K tangent to Ess˚Ec such that any curve

 Ox is contained in the plaque Dcs
x centered at the point x D �. Ox/.

� ƒ is partially hyperbolic with a one-dimensional central bundle.

� Any preimage Ox by � of a periodic point x 2 K is periodic. In particular,
the curve  Ox is periodic by f . One endpoint is x D �. Ox/; the other one is a
periodic point denoted by P Ox .

Since f is Kupka-Smale,  Ox is the union of finitely many periodic points
and of segments contained in the stable sets of these periodic points.

If z is a periodic point contained in a periodic segment  Ox , it belongs to the partially
hyperbolic set ƒ. Moreover, its local strong stable manifold W ss

loc.z/ is contained
in the plaque Dcs

x . (The local strong stable manifold can be obtained as the unique
fixed point of a graph transform. Since the plaque family Dcs is locally invariant,
the iterates of a graph in a plaque of Dcs under the graph transform converge to-
wards the local strong stable manifold in the plaques of Dcs.) Since W ss

loc.z/ is
one-codimensional in Dcs

x , it separates the plaque in two components. In particular,
one can define the half plaque yDcs

Ox
bounded by W ss

loc.x/ and containing the curve  Ox .
We describe the dynamics inside the half periodic plaques (see Figure 2):

LEMMA 3.11. There exists � > 0 such that for any point Ox 2 yK which lifts a
periodic point x 2K, one has:

(1) The union of the local stable manifolds of the periodic points that belong to
 Ox contains the �-neighborhood of � Ox in the half plaque yDcs

Ox
.

(2) In Dcs
x , the local stable manifold of P Ox contains the half open ball Dcs

C
.P Ox/

centered at P Ox and of radius � which is bounded by the local strong manifold
W ss

loc.P Ox/ and which is both contained in yDcs
Ox

and disjoint from  Ox .
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Figure 2. The center-stable plaque of a periodic point x 2K.

Proof. The proof is standard: one first considers a cone field Css around the
bundle Ess. This cone field is invariant and its elements are expanded by some
iterate f �N . Furthermore, if x�x D f �N .�f N .x// we have Cl.� Ox/� x� Ox .

One fixes a small constant ı > 0 and for any periodic point Ox, one considers
the ı-neighborhood U. Ox/ of � Ox in the half plaque yDcs

Ox
: any point z 2 U. Ox/ can

be joined to a neighborhood of � Ox in x� Ox by a small curve c tangent to Css and
contained in yDcs

Ox
.

Let us consider an orbit .z0; : : : ; zn/ which is contained in the neighborhoods
U. Ox/; : : : ; U. Of n. Ox// and such that z0 belongs to the �-neighborhood of � Ox , for
some small � > 0. The backward iterate f �n.cn/ of a small curve cn tangent to
Css that joins zn to a point z0n of x� Of . Ox/ is tangent to Css, contained in U. Ox/, and
has bounded length. This implies (by contraction of the vectors in the cone field
Css) that the length of cn is exponentially small when n is large. Moreover, the
point f �n.z0n/ belongs to x� Ox so that z0n is arbitrarily close to  Ox when n is large.
We have thus showed that the forward orbit of any point z0 in the �-neighborhood
of � Ox in the half plaque yDcs

Ox
accumulates on a subset  Ox [ : : : f ��1. Ox/, where �

is the period of Ox by Of . One concludes the proof using the fact that the dynamics
on  Ox is Morse-Smale. �

COROLLARY 3.12. The bundle Euu is nontrivial.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction: if Euu is trivial, Lemma 3.11 shows
that for any periodic point Ox 2 yK, the associated periodic point P Ox is a sink whose
basin (the points y 2M such that d.f n.P Ox/; f n.y//! 0 when n!C1) has
a volume uniformly bounded from below. The basin of distinct iterates of P Ox are
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pairwise disjoint and since M has finite volume, the period of P Ox is uniformly
bounded. Since f is Kupka-Smale, and K contains infinitely many periodic orbits,
the periodic points in yK have arbitrarily large period. The same property holds for
the points P Ox , giving a contradiction. �

We now come to the proof of Proposition 3.10. Two cases should be consid-
ered.

3.4.1. The nonorientable case. By Addendum 3.5(3), any point x 2 K has
two preimages Ox� and OxC by � . Moreover, the set �x D  Ox� [  OxC is a C 1-curve
contained in the plaque Dcs

x . By Corollary 3.12, one can consider the local strong
unstable manifolds of points in �x:

LEMMA 3.13. Let x; x0 be two periodic points in K that are close to each
other. Then, the local strong unstable manifold of any point y 2 �x0 intersects
transversally the local stable manifold of a periodic point of �x .

Proof. Since, x and x0 are close, the local strong unstable manifold W uu
y in-

tersects the plaque Dcs
x . By semi-continuity of the family . Oz/ Oz2 yK , the intersection

point belongs to the �-neighborhood of � Ox� [ � OxC in Dcs
x . Hence, by Lemma 3.11,

the strong unstable manifold of z intersects transversally the stable manifold of a
periodic point of �x . �

The diffeomorphism f is a Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism; since K contains
infinitely many periodic points, it contains periodic points with arbitrarily large
period. In particular, there exists a periodic point x 2 K having a return x0 D
f n.x/ ¤ x arbitrarily close to x and Lemma 3.13 may be applied to the pair
.x; f n.x//. One will work with the periodic points p in �x: each of them may be
lifted by ��1 in f Ox�g � Œ0;C1/ or in f OxCg � Œ0;C1/ as a periodic point for Of .
We will show that one of them has a nontrivial relative homoclinic class in a small
neighborhood U of �.S/.

Let us consider Smale’s partial order on the periodic points: for two periodic
points p and q, we write p� q if the unstable manifold of p intersects transversally
the stable manifold of q. The �-lemma implies that this is an order. One chooses
among the (finitely many) periodic points contained in �x a point p which is min-
imal for Smale’s order. By Lemma 3.13, there exists a periodic point q in �x0
such that p � q. Similarly, there exists a point p0 in �x such that q � p0. Since
p is minimal for Smale’s ordering among the periodic points of �x , one also has
p0 � p; by transitivity of � one thus gets q � p. We thus have p � q � p, showing
that the two distinct periodic points p; q are homoclinically related. This implies
that their homoclinic classes coincide and are nontrivial.

Note that if one chooses the points x; x0 2 �.S/ close enough, the points p
and q are related by a pair of heteroclinic points whose orbits stay in an arbitrarily
small open neighborhood U of �.S/: one defines p � q for periodic points whose
orbits are contained in U if there exists a transverse intersection point between the
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unstable manifold of p and the stable manifold of q whose orbit is contained in U .
Since U is open, by the �-lemma, this defines again an order on the periodic points
whose orbits are contained in U . This proves Proposition 3.10 in the nonorientable
case (we did not need to perturb f ).

3.4.2. The orientable case. In this case, one has to consider points in K that
are in a twisted position. This geometry already appeared in [BGW07] and we
describe here a perturbation result Bonatti, Gan and Wen proved there for getting
homoclinic intersections.

We start the discussion by considering any partially hyperbolic set ƒ, with a
one-dimensional central bundle, whose strong bundles Ess and Euu are nontrivial.
One chooses a small cone field Cc on a neighborhood of ƒ around the bundle
Ec. This can be done in the following way: one first extends continuously the
subbundle Ec in a neighborhood of ƒ, then chooses a small constant � > 0 and
then defines at any point x 2M close to ƒ:

Ccx D fv 2 TxM; kv
c
k> .1��/:kvkg;

where vc is the orthogonal projection of v on Ec
x .

The open sets Ccx nf0g have two components and for r0 > 0 small enough; the
open balls V in M of radius r0 are simply connected. Hence, one can endow any
of these balls with an orientation of CcV (using for example a linear form which
does not vanish on nonzero vectors of CcV ).

We also fix a small constant L> 0.
Let V be a ball of radius r0 endowed with an orientation of the central cone

field. For any points p; q 2K\V , one says that p is below (resp. above) q if there
exists a positively (resp. negatively) oriented C 1-curve tangent to Cc of length
smaller than L that joins a point in the local strong unstable manifold of p to a
point contained in the local strong stable manifold of q. (One says that p is strictly
below q if the curve has nonzero length.)

We mention two properties that justify these definitions (but that will not be
used in the following). For points close enough, the position of p with respect to
q is well defined:

LEMMA 3.14. If L is small enough, p cannot be both strictly below and
strictly above q.

Proof. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.1 in [BGW07]: in small charts,
the bundles Ess, Euu and the cone field Cc are almost constant. If there exist two
positively oriented C 1-curves ŒA; B� and ŒC;D� tangent to Cc with A;D 2W ss

loc.P /

and B;C 2 W uu
loc.Q/, the sum

��!
AB C

��!
CD belongs to a central cone field (since

both vectors belong to a central cone field and are positively oriented) and the
sum
��!
AD C

��!
CB belongs to a sharp cone around the space Ess ˚Euu. This is a

contradiction since these sums coincide. �
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On the other hand, any two close points p; q 2K\V can always be compared:

LEMMA 3.15. If p; q are close enough, then p is either below or above q.

Proof. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.8: one can cover a neighbor-
hood of the ball V with a smooth one-dimensional foliation tangent to the central
cone field Cc such that any point in V projects by the holonomy along this foliation
on a transverse one-codimensional diskD. For any points p; q 2V , the local strong
unstable manifold of P and the local strong stable manifold of q intersect a leaf of
the foliation, providing us with a C 1-curve tangent to C c that joins the two local
strong manifolds. �

D

B

C

A

p q

Ec

Euu

Ess

Figure 3. Two points p, q in a twisted position.

The fact that p is below q does not imply that q is above p (even if p; q are
close from each other). This motivates the following definition (see Figure 3):

Definition 3.16. Two points p; q 2K \V are in a twisted position if

� either p is below q and q is below p,
� or p is above q and q is above p.

Note that this definition does not depend on the choice of an orientation of
the central cone field on V . One deduces that it may be extended for any pair of
points p; q 2 ƒ that are close enough, without specifying a ball V that contains
both of them.

Definition 3.17. We say that a sequence of periodic orbits .On/n2N in ƒ has
twisted returns if there exists " > 0 small, such that any points p; q contained in a
same orbit On and at a distance smaller than " are in a twisted position.

The definition remains unchanged if one replaces the cone field Cc by a central cone
field, defined on a smaller neighborhood of ƒ, which has sharper cones around Ec.
Since " > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, the definition does not depend on the
choice of a Riemannian metric nor of a central cone field.
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Here is the perturbation result proved by Bonatti, Gan and Wen (we give a
slightly more precise statement than Theorem 9 of [BGW07]).

THEOREM 3.18. Let f be a diffeomorphism and ƒ a partially hyperbolic set
with a one-dimensional central bundle and with nontrivial extremal bundles Ess

and Euu. Let .On/ be a sequence of periodic orbits contained in ƒ whose periods
go to infinity.

If .On/ has twisted returns, then, for any neighborhood U of f in Diff1.M/

and any neighborhood U of ƒ, there exist:

� a periodic orbit On0
in the family .On/,

� a diffeomorphism g 2U that coincides with f outside U and on a neighbor-
hood of On0

,

such that the relative homoclinic class of On0
in U is nontrivial.

We explain the idea of the proof (see Figure 3): for a periodic orbit On0
with

a large period, considering in a chart, two points p and qD f k.p/ of On0
that min-

imize the distance d.p; q/ inside the finite set On0
. They are in a twisted position

and there exist two small curves ŒA; B� and ŒC;D� tangent to the central cone field
such that A and C belong to the local strong stable manifold of p and q respectively,
D and B belong to the local strong unstable manifold of p and q respectively. The
bundles Ess and Euu in the chart are almost constant, so that the twisted position
implies that the lengths of ŒA; B� and ŒC;D� are very small in comparison to the
distance between p and q. On the other hand, since d.p; q/ is minimal, the four
distances d.A; p/, d.D; p/, d.B; q/ and d.C; q/ are comparable to d.p; q/. This
shows that for any constant � � 1, one can assume that the ball V� centered at
A and of radius � d.A;B/ does not intersect p nor q. It does not intersect either
any point f j .p/ of the orbit On0

since some forward iterate f jCr.p/ would be
close to f r.A/ and hence at a distance to f r.q/ smaller the distance d.p; q/. After
choosing a suitable constant � > 0, one can thus apply Hayashi’s connecting lemma
in V� in order to join the backward orbit of B to the forward orbit of A and create
an intersection between the local strong stable and unstable manifold of p and q.

Remark 3.19. The proof produces an intersection between the strong stable
and the strong unstable manifolds of On0

. We already noticed (Addendum 3.9) that
if the central Lyapunov exponent of this periodic orbit is weak, then one can create
a heterodimensional cycle by a small C 1-perturbation of the dynamics.

Proof of Proposition 3.10 in the orientable case. For �> 0 small, we denote by
Dcs.P Ox/ the ball of radius � centered at P Ox in the plaque Dcs

x of xD�. Ox/. The local
strong stable manifold W ss

loc.P Ox/ cuts this ball in two open disjoint components:
Dcs
� .P Ox/ and Dcs

C
.P Ox/ such that the latter is both contained in yDcs

Ox
and disjoint

from  Ox . We choose an orientation of Ec on K so that the parametrized curve
�.f Oxg� Œ0;C1// for each Ox 2 yK is positively oriented at xD�. Ox/. By Addendum
3.5.(2), one can assume that the orientation ofEc onK extends onƒD�.yƒ/ where
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yƒ is the maximal invariant set of Of in S . For a periodic point Ox, the parametrized
curve �.f Oxg � Œ0;C1// first intersects Dcs

� .P Ox/ and then Dcs
C
.P Ox/.

One can reduce to the case the bundle Ess is nontrivial: if one assumes that
Ess is trivial, the set Dcs

C
.P Ox/ is a curve of length � > 0. Let us denote by B Ox the

half ball of radius � centered at P Ox inM , bounded by the (one-codimensional) local
strong unstable manifold W uu

loc.P Ox/ and intersecting the curve Dcs
C
.P Ox/; its volume

is uniformly bounded from below. As in the proof of Corollary 3.12, the period of
P Ox can be assumed arbitrarily large and there exist two distinct iterates P Of k. Ox/ and
P Of `. Ox/ of P Ox that are arbitrarily close. Their local strong unstable manifolds are
disjoint and have uniform size. Hence, (up to exchanging k and `), the point P Of `. Ox/

belongs to B Of k. Ox/ and the local strong unstable manifold of P Of `. Ox/ intersects
transversally the curve Dcs

C
.P Of k. Ox// at a point z. By Lemma 3.11, Dcs

C
.P Of k. Ox//

is contained in the local stable manifold of P Of k. Ox/. The orbit of z stays in an
arbitrarily small neighborhood U of �.S/, hence, the relative homoclinic class of
P Ox in U is nontrivial, proving Proposition 3.10 in this case.

By Corollary 3.12, the bundle Euu also is nontrivial. Hence, we can apply
the beginning of Section 3.4.2 to the partially hyperbolic set ƒ. Let us fix a small
constant ">0. If some point P Ox has a return P Of k. Ox/¤P Ox at distance less than ", the
local (strong) unstable manifold of P Of k. Ox/ intersects transversally the ball Dcs.P Ox/.
The local strong unstable manifold of P Of k. Ox/ may thus be joined to the strong stable
manifold of W ss

loc.P Ox/ by a small curve tangent to a central cone Cc and contained
in one of the two half balls Dcs

� .P Ox/ or Dcs
C
.P Ox/. By our choice of the global

orientation on ƒ, either the local unstable manifold of P Of k. Ox/ intersects Dcs
� .P Ox/

and P Of k. Ox/ is below P Ox , or it intersects Dcs
C
.P Ox/ and P Of k. Ox/ is above P Ox . Since

Dcs
C
.P Ox/ is contained in the local stable manifold of P Ox (by Lemma 3.11), the

second case implies that the invariant manifolds of P Ox intersect transversally at a
point z. The orbit of z stays in a small neighborhood of �.S/ and Proposition 3.10
again holds.

We are thus led to consider the situation where for any point P Ox and any
returns P Of k. Ox/ and P Of `. Ox/ that are "-close, P Of k. Ox/ is below P Of `. Ox/. By symme-
try, P Of `. Ox/ is below P Of k. Ox/, so that these points are in a twisted position and the
sequence of orbits of the points P Ox has twisted returns. We already noticed that
their periods go to infinity. Thus, one can apply Theorem 3.18 and conclude that
some periodic orbit of �.S/ has a nontrivial relative homoclinic class in U after a
C 1-small perturbation of f . �

4. Existence of nontrivial homoclinic classes

4.1. Some simple cases. Let f be a C r -diffeomorphism, r � 1. We first recall
how to get a transverse homoclinic intersection by a C r -perturbation of f in some
particular cases. This shows that the closure of MS [ I in Diffr.M/ contains
Hyp[Tang[Cyc.
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1) The hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. Let f 2 Hyp be a hyperbolic diffeomor-
phism. Since the Kupka-Smale diffeomorphisms are dense in Diffr.M/ and
since Hyp is open, one can replace f by a Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism g,
arbitrarily C r -close to f , whose chain-recurrent set R.g/ is hyperbolic. If
R.g/ is finite, then g is a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism. In the other case,
R.g/ has a nonisolated point z. By the shadowing lemma, the periodic or-
bits are dense in R.g/ and z is the limit of a sequence of distinct hyperbolic
periodic points. The hyperbolicity of R.g/ then implies that all the periodic
orbits that intersect a small neighborhood of z are homoclinically related. One
deduces that g has a transverse homoclinic intersection. Thus .MS[I/\Hyp
is dense in Hyp. In particular,

Hyp� Cl.MS[I/:

2) The homoclinic tangencies. Let f 2 Tang be a diffeomorphism having a
hyperbolic periodic point p whose invariant manifolds have a nontransverse
intersection point z. By an arbitrarily C r -small perturbation of f in a neigh-
borhood of f �1.z/ one can modify the stable manifold of p at z without
changing the unstable manifold and create a transverse homoclinic intersec-
tion point. Hence,

Tang� Cl.I/:

3) The heterodimensional cycles. Let f 2 Cyc be a diffeomorphism having
two hyperbolic periodic orbits O1 and O2 such that the dimension of the
stable spaces of O1 is strictly less than the dimension of the stable spaces
of O2 and such that moreover, the unstable manifold of O1 (resp. of O2) in-
tersects the stable manifold of O2 (resp. of O1) at a point x (resp. y). Since
dim.W u.O1//C dim.W s.O2// is larger than the dimension of M , one can,
up to a C r -small perturbation of f , assume that the manifolds W u.O1/ and
W s.O2/ are in general position at x. In particular, there exists a disk D
contained in W u.O1/ which intersects W s.O2/ transversally at x. By the
�-lemma, there exists a sequence of disks .Dn/n�0 contained in D such that
the iterates .f n.Dn// converge towards a disk D0 �W u.O2/ that contains y.
Consequently, there exist a small neighborhood U of y and a sequence .yn/
converging towards y such that the backward orbit of each f �1.yn/ is disjoint
of U and contained in W u.O1/. By a C r -small perturbation of f in f �1.U /,
one thus can create a transverse homoclinic intersection point for O1. Hence,

Cyc� Cl.I/:

4.2. Existence of partially hyperbolic sets: proof of Theorem A. In this sec-
tion we study the minimally nonhyperbolic sets, i.e. the invariant compact sets
that are nonhyperbolic, whose proper invariant compact subsets are all hyperbolic.
Zorn’s lemma implies that the chain-recurrent set of a nonhyperbolic diffeomor-
phism always contains minimally nonhyperbolic sets. More precisely, we have:
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f be a diffeomorphism in Grec nHyp. Then, either
f belongs to I or there exists a nonhyperbolic invariant set K0 which carries a
minimal dynamics.

Proof. Note that if all the chain-recurrence classes of f are hyperbolic, the
chain-recurrent set R.f / is hyperbolic, which is not the case since f does not
belong to Hyp. Hence, there exists a chain-transitive set K0 of f which is nonhy-
perbolic. By Zorn’s lemma, one can assume that K0 is minimal for the inclusion.

If K0 is not a minimal set, it contains a hyperbolic set K   K0. By the
shadowing lemma, the chain-recurrence class containing K and K0 contains a
periodic orbit and (where f belongs to Grec) by Theorem 1.1, is a (nontrivial)
homoclinic class. This shows that f has a transverse homoclinic orbit. �

In his work [Wen04] on the strong Palis conjecture, Wen gets the following
result (see [Wen04, Th. B]) for transitive minimally nonhyperbolic sets.

THEOREM 4.2. There exists a dense Gı subset

Gmini � Diff1.M/ nCl.Tang[Cyc/

such that for any diffeomorphism f 2 Gmini, any invariant compact set K0 which
is transitive and minimally nonhyperbolic is also partially hyperbolic. Moreover,

� either the central bundle Ec of the partially hyperbolic splitting on K0 is one-
dimensional,

� or the central bundle is two-dimensional and decomposes into a dominated
splitting Ec DEc

1˚E
c
2 as the sum of two one-dimensional bundles.

Here, the proof uses S. Liao’s selecting lemma (Proposition 3.7 in [Wen04]; see
also [Lia80]) to analyze a dominated splitting TK0

M DE˚F over a transitive min-
imally nonhyperbolic set K0. If neither E nor F is uniform, two cases can occur:

� Either Liao’s selecting lemma can be used; in this case, K0 intersects a homo-
clinic class H.P / (see Lemma 3.8 in [Wen04]). Moreover the dimension of
the stable space of P is equal to the dimension of E.

� Or Liao’s selecting lemma cannot be applied and K0 contains a hyperbolic set
A (see Lemma 3.12 in [Wen04]). Moreover, if f does not belong to Cl.Tang/,
one can choose A such that the dimension of its stable bundle is less or equal
to the dimension of E.

With these arguments Wen proves as a step towards Theorem 4.2 the following
proposition (this is a restatement of Proposition 3.13 in [Wen04], but the proof is
the same):

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let f be a diffeomorphism and K0 be an invariant com-
pact set which is transitive and minimally nonhyperbolic. Let us assume that the
tangent bundle TK0

M over K0 decomposes into a (nontrivial) dominated splitting
E˚F .
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If the bundle E is not uniformly contracted and the bundle F is not uniformly
expanded, then, K0 intersects a nontrivial homoclinic class H.P /. Moreover, if
f belongs to Diff1 nCl.Tang/, the dimension of the stable set of P can be chosen
less or equal to the dimension of the bundle E.

Note that if f also belongs to Grec in the previous proposition, the set K0 is
contained in H.P /. One thus deduces from Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.3:

COROLLARY 4.4. Let f be a diffeomorphism in Gmini\Grec having a transi-
tive minimally nonhyperbolic set K0. Then,

� either K0 intersects a nontrivial homoclinic class and f belongs to I,

� or K0 is partially hyperbolic with a one-dimensional central bundle.

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, the setK0 is partially hyperbolic. If the central bundle
is not one-dimensional, there exists a dominated splitting TK0

D
�
Ess˚Ec

1

�
˚�

Ec
2˚E

uu
�

into two bundles that are not uniformly contracted or expanded. One
can thus apply Proposition 4.3 to this decomposition and f has a nontrivial homo-
clinic class. Hence, f belongs to I. �

Theorem A is now a direct consequence of these results.

Proof of Theorem A. By Theorem 4.2, the set Gmini[Tang[Cyc is dense in
Diff1.M/; so by Section 4.1, the set Gmini[MS[I also has this property. Hence,
by Baire’s theorem, the set GA D .Gmini[MS[I/\ Grec \ GKS is a dense Gı
subset of Diff1.M/.

Any diffeomorphism f 2 GA n .MS[I/ belongs to Grec nHyp (by �4.1) and
by Proposition 4.1 has a nonhyperbolic invariant compact set K0 which carries
a minimal dynamics. In particular, K0 is a transitive minimally nonhyperbolic
set. Since f is Kupka-Smale, K0 is not a periodic orbit. Since f belongs to
.Gmini\Grec/ nI, one can apply Corollary 4.4: the set K0 is partially hyperbolic
with a one-dimensional central bundle, as required. �

4.3. Approximation of partially hyperbolic sets by homoclinic classes: proof
of Theorem B. Theorem B will be a consequence of the following perturbation
result:

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let f be a Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism in the dense Gı
subset Grec \Gshadow of Diff1.M/ and K0 be a chain-transitive set of f which is
partially hyperbolic with a one-dimensional central bundle.

If K0 is not a periodic orbit, then, for any neighborhood U of f in Diff1.M/,
any neighborhood U of K0 and any " > 0, there exist:

� a periodic orbit O that is "-close to K0 for the Hausdorff distance,

� a diffeomorphism g 2 U that coincides with f outside U and on a neigh-
borhood of O, such that the relative homoclinic class of O in U is nontrivial
for g.
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Proof. If one assumes that K0 contains a periodic orbit, then (since f belongs
to Grec) by Theorem 1.1 the set K0 is contained in a nontrivial relative homoclinic
class H.P; V / where V � U is an arbitrarily small neighborhood of K0. Hence,
the conclusion of Proposition 4.5 is satisfied by the diffeomorphism g D f and
any periodic orbit O related in V to the orbit of P and close to H.P; V / for the
Hausdorff distance.

We now assume that K0 contains no periodic point. Since f belongs to
Gshadow, by Theorem 1.2 the set K0 is the limit for the Hausdorff distance of a
sequence of periodic orbits .On/. Since K0 is not a single periodic orbit, the period
of On goes to infinity with n. One introduces the set K as the union of K0 with the
periodic orbits On for n� n0. If n0 is large enough, the set K is arbitrarily close to
K0 for the Hausdorff distance. In particular, it is a partially hyperbolic set with a
one-dimensional central bundle. If f preserves an orientation on the central bundle
Ec over K0, then f also preserves an orientation on the central bundle over K, by
Proposition 1.3.

Now, we apply Proposition 3.2 and introduce a central model . yK; Of / for
.K; f / with a projection � which satisfies the properties stated in Addendum 3.5.
By considering the points in yK that project by � on K0, one also obtains a central
model . yK0; Of / for .K0; f /. Since K0 is chain-transitive, the base of . yK0; Of / is
chain-transitive:

� Either f preserves an orientation on the central bundle Ec on K. By Adden-
dum 3.5(3), the map � W yK �f0g !K is a bijection and the dynamics of Of on
yK0 � f0g is conjugate to the dynamics of f on K0.

� Or, f does not preserve any orientation of Ec on K0 (nor on K). By Adden-
dum 3.5.(4), � W yK0 ! K0 is the bundle of orientations of Ec over K0 and
Lemma 3.4 implies that . yK0; Of / is chain-transitive.

If the central model . yK0; Of / has a chain-recurrent central segment, one can
apply Proposition 3.6 (using that f belongs to Grec\Gshadow): in this case, K0 is
contained in a (nontrivial) relative homoclinic class H.P;U / in U and the conclu-
sion of Proposition 4.5 is again satisfied.

We thus consider the case the central model . yK0; Of / has no chain-recurrent
central segment: by Proposition 2.5, it has a trapping strip S0 that is an arbitrarily
small neighborhood of yK0 � f0g. By continuity of Of , if yK is close enough to
yK0 (which can be supposed by increasing n0), this implies that . yK; Of / also has

a trapping strip S . Note that any periodic orbit w OO of Of should be contained in
. yK n yK0/ � Œ0;C1/ since K0 has no periodic point. As K is the limit of the
periodic orbits On, by assuming n0 large enough and the strip S0 small, this shows
that the projection of any periodic orbit w OO of Of contained in S is arbitrarily close
to K0 for the Hausdorff distance.
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Since f is Kupka-Smale, one can apply Proposition 3.10: there exist

� a periodic orbit O of f which is the projection by � of a periodic orbit w OO� S
of Of (hence O is "-close to K0 for the Hausdorff distance),

� a diffeomorphism g 2U that coincides with f outside U and on a neighbor-
hood of O such that the relative homoclinic class of O in U is nontrivial.

This ends the proof of the proposition. �
We conclude the proof of the theorem by a Baire argument.
Proof of Theorem B. Let us consider a dense countable subset X of M . For

any finite set fx1; : : : ; xrg inX , and any n� 1, we define the set I.x1; : : : ; xr ; n/ of
diffeomorphisms in Diff1.M/ having a nontrivial relative homoclinic class whose
Hausdorff distance from the set fx1; : : : ; xrg is strictly less than 1

n
. This set is open.

We denote by U.x1; : : : ; xr ; n/ the set Diff1.M/ n @.I.x1; : : : ; xr ; n// which is
open and dense in Diff1.M/.

By Baire’s theorem, the set

GB D GKS \Grec\Gshadow\
\

.x1;:::;xr ;n/

U.x1; : : : ; xr ; n/

of Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism that satisfy both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and that
are contained in each U.x1; : : : ; xr ; n/ is a dense Gı subset of Diff1.M/.

For a diffeomorphism f 2 GB , we consider a chain-transitive partially hy-
perbolic set K0 which has a one-dimensional central bundle and which is not a
periodic orbit. We fix n � 1. There exist a set fx1; : : : ; xrg whose Hausdorff
distance to K0 is strictly less than 1

2n
. Since f belongs to GKS \Grec \Gshadow,

Proposition 4.5 may be applied: there exists C 1-small perturbations of f having
a nontrivial relative homoclinic class at distance less than 1

2n
from K0, hence at

distance strictly less than 1
n

from fx1; : : : ; xrg. One deduces that f is accumulated
by diffeomorphisms in I.x1; : : : ; xr ; n/. Since f belongs to U.x1; : : : ; xr ; n/, it
also belongs to I.x1; : : : ; xr ; n/. Thus, f has a nontrivial relative homoclinic class
1
n

-close to fx1; : : : ; xrg and 3
2n

-close to K0 for the Hausdorff distance. This shows
that K0 is the limit of nontrivial relative homoclinic classes, as required. �

Appendix: the case of conservative and tame diffeomorphisms

We first prove the strong Palis conjecture in the case of tame diffeomorphisms.

THEOREM. Any diffeomorphism of a compact manifold can be C 1-approxi-
mated by a diffeomorphism which is hyperbolic or has a heterodimensional cycle
or admits filtrations with an arbitrarily large number of levels.

Proof. We first perturb the diffeomorphism in Diff1.M/ so that it satisfies
[Abd03, Th. C] and the following generic properties: any homoclinic class is a
chain-recurrence class and any isolated chain-recurrence class in the chain-recurrent
set is a homoclinic class (see [BC04]).
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Now, either the new diffeomorphism has infinitely many chain-recurrence
classes, or it has finitely many homoclinic classes only. In the first case, the diffeo-
morphism admits filtrations with an arbitrarily large number of levels. In the second
case, [Abd03, Th. C] concludes that this diffeomorphism is either hyperbolic or
can be C 1-approximated by a diffeomorphism which exhibits a heterodimensional
cycle. �

In the conservative setting, the argument is the same, but we have to check
that all the perturbations involved can be made conservative.

THEOREM. Any conservative diffeomorphism of a compact surface can be
C 1-approximated by a conservative diffeomorphism which is Anosov or has a ho-
moclinic tangency.

Any conservative diffeomorphism of a manifold M of dimension dim.M/� 3

can be C 1-approximated by a conservative diffeomorphism which is Anosov or has
a heterodimensional cycle.

Proof. Using [ABC05], one can find a C 1-small conservative perturbation f
so that M is the homoclinic class of a hyperbolic periodic point P . We denote by
0 < i < dim.M/ the stable dimension of P . We may also assume (by [Rob70] and
[BDP03, Prop. 7.4]) that there exists a C 1-neighborhood U of f in the space of
conservative diffeomorphisms such that one of the following properties holds:

a) Either f has a periodic point with complex eigenvalues (if M is a surface) or
is hyperbolic with stable dimension different from i (if dim.M/� 3);

b) Or the periodic points of any g 2U are hyperbolic and have stable dimension
equal to i .

On a compact surface, if a conservative diffeomorphism has a periodic point
P with a complex eigenvalue, then one can create a homoclinic tangency by a
C 1-small conservative perturbation: using generating functions one can first per-
turb so that the diffeomorphism at the period is C 1-conjugated to an irrational
rotation in a neighborhood of the periodic point; then, one creates close to P a
periodic disc such that the return map coincides with the identity; by a last pertur-
bation we obtain a homoclinic tangency inside this disc as a perturbation of the
identity with compact support.

In higher dimension and for a C 1-generic (conservative) diffeomorphism f , if
the homoclinic class of a periodic point P contains a hyperbolic periodic point with
different stable dimension, then f can be C 1-approximated by a diffeomorphism
having a heterodimensional cycle: this is a consequence of Hayashi’s connecting
lemma.

We conclude in case a) that f can be approximated by a diffeomorphism
which has a homoclinic tangency or a heterodimensional cycle depending if dim.M/

D 2 or is � 3.
In case b), one has to reproduce the arguments of Mañé [Mañ82] in the con-

servative setting. First:
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– there exists on M a dominated splitting TM DE˚F with dim.E/D i ,

– there exists N � 1 and constants C > 0, � 2 .0; 1/ such that for any periodic
orbit point P of period � one has

(4.1)
�Y
kD1

kDf N
jE .f

k.P //k � C:�� and
�Y
kD1

kDf �N
jF .f k.P //k � C:�� :

Otherwise by [Mañ82, Lemma II.3] there exists a small perturbation of the differen-
tial Df above one of the periodic orbits of f which has an eigenvalue of modulus
one. This perturbation can be taken to be conservative: it is enough to compose
the tangent map by linear maps which are the identity on the central spaces and
which are homotheties on their orthogonal spaces. With [BDP03, Prop. 7.4] one
then creates a perturbation of f with a nonhyperbolic periodic point, contradicting
the assumption b).

We then prove that the bundle E is uniformly contracted and more precicely
that for any invariant probability measure � one hasZ

log kDf N
jE kd� < 0:

If this fails, by the ergodic closing lemma [Mañ82] (for the conservative setting)
there exists a sequence of periodic points .Pn/ of f with periods .�n/ such that

1

�n

�nX
kD1

log kDf N
jE .f

k.Pn//k

converges to a nonnegative number, contradicting (4.1). The same argument shows
that F is uniformly expanded. We have thus proved that f is an Anosov diffeo-
morphism. �
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